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Abstract
Monolithic- and micro-kernel-based operating systems such as Unix have failed to provide application developers with sufficient flexibility. They provide a host of inefficient and often inappropriate abstractions that prevent applications from accessing the hardware to exploit efficiency gains. These problems motivated the Grasshopper project to build a new operating system designed to explicitly support orthogonal persistence. Five years on, Grasshopper has demonstrated the feasibility of such an operating system although several problems have been identified. In light of this, we decided to redesign our kernel using modern techniques. This paper examines the trends in operating system design over the last few years and describes our plans to produce a new persistent micro-kernel.
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1. Introduction
During the past five years we have played a key role in the design and construction of the Grasshopper persistent operating system [17, 41]. As the implementation matured, we began to gain valuable experience in the use of the basic abstractions by porting various application systems [15, 18] that could benefit from orthogonal persistence. At the same time, development work was proceeding on the operating system kernel to experiment with various techniques for managing persistent data created by the application systems and by the kernel itself. This work revealed a number of problems with the current implementation of the Grasshopper system. These problems result in unnecessary inefficiency, duplication of system data structures, and unwanted complexity for application developers. In addition, the monolithic nature of the kernel has made it very difficult to maintain.

In light of the design and maintenance problems and inspired by recent research in the field of operating system architecture, we decided to redesign the Grasshopper kernel to take advantage of recent techniques. The main objective is to obtain a significant increase in performance while solving the maintenance problems through better modular decomposition. The goal is to build a flexible micro-kernel architecture that supports orthogonal persistence as well as general-purpose application systems.

In the remainder of this paper we briefly explain the rationale behind persistent operating systems and describe the original design of Grasshopper and the problems that we encountered. This is followed in Section 4 by a review of a number of approaches to operating system kernel design. In Section 5 we present our conclusions on kernel design and discuss our current position on the design of our new nano-kernel named Charm†.

† Originally, the working title of our new kernel was quark, a name that is also used to denote a class of six subatomic particles that, along with the electron, form the basic building blocks of matter. However, since the name quark has already been used by a company and several of its products, we elected to name the layers of the kernel architecture after the more interestingly named quarks. An excellent source of information about quarks and other subatomic particles can be found on the Web on the Particle Adventure Home Page at http://pdg.lbl.gov/cpep/adventure_home.html.
2. Persistent Operating Systems

A persistent operating system [19], is defined as an operating system designed expressly for the support of orthogonal persistence. The four principle requirements of such an operating system are as follows:

1. Support for persistent objects as a basic abstraction.
2. Persistent objects must be both stable and resilient.
3. Processes must be integrated with the object space in such a way that process state is contained within persistent objects.
4. Some form of protection must be provided to restrict access to persistent objects.

The need for persistent operating systems has arisen because the construction of persistent application systems on top of conventional operating systems such as Unix, Mach, or Windows NT is prone to inefficiency [19]. This inefficiency is due to a semantic gap between the fundamental abstractions required to support orthogonal persistence and the abstractions provided by the underlying operating system. To overcome this mismatch of abstractions, it is common for the semantic gap to be bridged through the use of an abstract machine that maps the abstractions required by the persistent application system onto those provided by the operating system. Naturally, the introduction of an extra layer of software in this manner can only have an adverse effect on performance.

There are numerous examples of operating systems that support persistence in one form or another. Examples include Multics [5, 13, 37], MONADS [26, 39, 40], Eumul/L3 [28], Clouds [14], Choices [9], KeyKOS [8, 24], and Grasshopper [17, 41]. For the past five years, we have been involved in the design and implementation of the Grasshopper system, an overview of which is presented below.

3. Grasshopper

Grasshopper is an operating system explicitly designed to support orthogonal persistence. To this end, it provides three abstractions, containers, loci and capabilities, all of which are inherently persistent. Containers are the only storage abstraction provided by Grasshopper. They are conceptually very large address spaces capable of holding persistent data and are therefore suitable as coarse-grained persistent storage repositories. The data stored within a container may be directly referenced by a computation using an address relative to the start of the container. In contrast to address spaces in conventional operating systems, which are inextricably part of the process abstraction, containers can exist independently of computation. Thus, at certain times a container may be active and support multiple concurrent computations, while at other times it may be purely passive and void of activity.

Figure 1 shows three loci and three containers. Each container stores code and data accessible to the loci executing within it. Locus 1 and Locus 2 are executing within Container 1, which is their current host. Hence, their address spaces map directly onto that of Container 1. Similarly, Container 3 is hosting the execution of Locus 3. In contrast, Container 2 is not currently hosting any loci and is completely passive.

The Grasshopper kernel must be able to control access to abstractions such as containers and loci. Furthermore, a naming mechanism is required to identify a particular container or locus to the kernel when performing system calls. Grasshopper provides the capability abstraction for this purpose [16].
A capability is conceptually a typed reference to an instance of a kernel abstraction combined with a set of access rights. The rights determine the operations that the holder of the capability may perform on the referend. Capabilities may be held by both containers and loci and are stored in a list associated with the holder. Capability lists are maintained within the kernel to prevent forgery.

Figure 1: Pictorial representation of containers and loci.

3.1 Mapping

Mapping is a viewing mechanism used to compose address spaces from regions of other address spaces. In particular, mapping allows a contiguous region from one address space to be viewed from within a region of the same size in another address space. Changes made to data visible in either region are immediately reflected in both regions. Grasshopper provides two forms of mapping, container mapping and locus mapping. Container mapping allows the address space of a container to be composed from the address spaces of other containers. Since the address space of a locus is composed of regions mapped from the address spaces of various containers, any mappings affecting these containers will also be visible to the locus. For this reason, the effect of container mappings is said to be global. In contrast, locus mapping allows loci to install private mappings to container regions within their address spaces. These are typically used to provide access to per-locus data structures such as stacks. A more detailed account of the mapping mechanism and its possible uses is provided in [32].

3.2 Managing Persistent Data

From an external view of the Grasshopper system, it appears as if all data is stored within containers. In reality however, the actual data is maintained by managers [31]. A manager is a distinguished container holding code and data to support the transparent movement of data between primary and secondary storage. They are the only component of Grasshopper in which the distinction between long and short-lived data is apparent. To support the implementation of various different store architectures, managers have control over the virtual memory system in a similar manner to external pagers in micro-kernel operating systems such as Mach [1] and Chorus [12].

3.3 Problems with the Current Implementation

From our experience with the initial version of the Grasshopper system, we feel that we have made significant progress towards the goals we set out to achieve. However, through our porting efforts, a number of problem areas have been identified. Sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.5 describe the main problems and their origins.

3.3.1 Overhead of Page Fault Resolution

From past experience of building persistent object stores on top of Mach using the external pager interface [47, 48], it was decided that Grasshopper should support a similar mechanism to enable various store architectures to be tested without changing the kernel. Thus, the concept of a manager was developed to provide user-level control over the storage of persistent data. Since each container can have its own manager, many different store architectures can co-exist within the same system allowing each application to manage its persistent data in the most appropriate manner.

The problem with managers, and with external pager mechanisms in general, is that moving control over the virtual memory subsystem out of the kernel and into a user-level server adds to the
latency with which page faults can be serviced [38]. To illustrate this, consider the sequence of events required to service a page fault within a Grasshopper container.

1. Locus references a non-resident page, thereby inducing a trap into the kernel.
2. Kernel examines data structures to determine the container in which the fault occurred and hence the manager to notify.
3. Kernel upcalls into the manager.
4. Manager issues a system call to allocate a physical page.
5. Manager consults data structures to find the required page and issues a system call to read the page from disk into physical memory.
6. Manager issues a system call to bind the physical page into the address space of the faulting locus.
7. Manager returns control to the kernel.
8. Kernel resumes the faulting locus.

In the best case when the required page is already resident, it is necessary to call and return across the user-level/kernel boundary three times. Each time this occurs, certain registers must be saved and restored and capabilities must be checked to enforce protection. In the worst case when the page must be retrieved from disk, five boundary crosses are required. Although the cost of the disk I/O far outweighs the cost of the boundary crosses, it represents a significant overhead that could be better spent running other loci. In contrast, if page faults were serviced entirely within the kernel, the only boundary crosses would result from the initial traps, and since Grasshopper has a multi-threaded kernel, other loci could be scheduled during any necessary disk I/O.

3.3.2 Duplication of Information

Another source of inefficiency is the duplication of information within managers and the kernel. The most notable example of this involves the virtual address translation tables. Within the current implementation of the Grasshopper kernel, this information is effectively stored in three separate locations. Firstly, the information is held within the three-level hierarchical page tables (termed contexts) used by the memory management hardware. These contexts are typically sparsely populated making them expensive to maintain on a permanent basis. Therefore, a fixed-size pool of memory is used to cache the most recently used contexts.

Since contexts merely cache recently used address translations, a permanent record is maintained by the kernel using local container descriptors (LCDs) [30, 33]. An LCD represents a mapping from container addresses to physical addresses and contains an entry for every resident page of the with which it is associated. Each LCD stores address translations very concisely within an extensible hash table. During the resolution of page faults, managers enter address translations into the appropriate LCDs via a system call and the kernel uses this information to create corresponding context entries when required. It was originally intended that the presence of an LCD entry for a particular page would stop the kernel from notifying the manager to resolve future faults on the same page. However, this policy prevents managers from using page faults to implement transactions. Therefore, the current implementation passes all faults on a page through to the manager. In light of this, managers must now keep track of the current set of address translations. Although they can obtain this information using a system call to query the appropriate LCDs, it is more time-efficient if a separate hash table is maintained within the manager. This is crucial for implementing many of the common page replacement policies that operate by scanning the set of resident pages and examining their dirty/referenced status.

3.3.3 Context Switching Overhead

One of the fundamental aspects of Grasshopper is that a single container may host many loci simultaneously. When this occurs, the host container forms the basis for the address space of each
locus. However, since a locus can privately map regions from other containers into its address space, it is necessary for loci to have separate address spaces. Restating this in another way, Grasshopper does not provide a way for two loci to share the same address space other than by arranging for them to share the same set of mappings. Thus, when context switching from one locus to another, the virtual address space must also be switched to that of the new locus. This is unfortunate since loci were intended to be extremely lightweight processes somewhat akin to threads, although in this implementation they are forced to use a heavyweight context switch much like conventional processes.

3.3.4 Suitability of Abstractions
The basic abstractions supported by Grasshopper were designed to bridge the semantic gap between the abstractions offered by conventional operating systems and those required by persistent application systems. Judging from our experience in porting applications to Grasshopper, we have largely succeeded in this goal. However, the chosen abstractions are not entirely appropriate in all areas. For example, the interface to disk devices uses physical memory to buffer I/O data. Therefore, any application wishing to work with disks must also deal with the complexity of managing physical memory. On the positive side, this makes disk I/O relatively efficient since the device driver can simply perform DMA using the physical buffers thereby eliminating the need to copy data to or from the appropriate virtual address. The downside is that applications making use of disks pay for the efficiency through added management complexity.

Another area in which the Grasshopper abstractions are inappropriate is the management of virtual memory as touched upon in Section 3.3.2. The duplication of information occurs partly because of the inefficiency of accessing the required information using the kernel interfaces provided. By providing a more direct interface to the hardware and kernel data structures, much of the duplication could be eliminated.

3.3.5 Complexity of the Kernel
Despite our best intentions, the current implementation of the Grasshopper kernel exhibits a monolithic architecture. The only system components residing outwith the kernel are the managers responsible for handling persistent data. The current implementation of the kernel contains code for each of the basic abstractions, all of the device drivers, the network protocols, and the checkpoint and recovery mechanisms for the internal meta-data. On top of this, the kernel is also multi-threaded and must consequently observe strict mutual exclusion conditions as well as protect itself against deadlock. All of this amounts to some 54,000 lines of C code. Big projects such as this are extremely difficult to maintain. Every time the kernel is altered there is a significant risk of introducing new errors, most of which are extremely subtle and invariably involve race conditions. This creates a disincentive to extend the kernel for fear of corrupting a working system.

In building a monolithic kernel, we are, in effect, guilty of creating a system similar to those that motivated the Grasshopper project in the first place. A key criticism of those systems was their inflexibility which stemmed from forcing applications to use the abstractions provided. We have improved a little on this through the introduction of managers to allow user-level control over persistent data. However, the remaining abstractions such as loci, containers, and capabilities are all fixed and may not be the most appropriate building blocks for all classes of application.

4. Approaches to Operating System Design
Over the past few decades, a variety of approaches have been used in the construction of operating system kernels. The modern trend is towards smaller kernels in which the application programmer is provided with ever-increasing levels of flexibility. This has been brought about by the separation of mechanism and policy wherever possible and by providing simple abstractions which mimic the functionality of the hardware rather than high-level abstractions that are overly general. In Sections 4.1 through 4.4 we examine a number of kernel architectures and discuss their relative merits. From this review, we have drawn a number of conclusions on which we have based the design of our new kernel architecture. These conclusions and the resulting design are presented in Section 5.
4.1 Monolithic Architectures

Many regard the monolithic kernel design, characteristic of early Unix systems, to be the progenitor of modern operating system architecture. Its basic premise is to abstract over the machine hardware to provide high-level abstractions such as processes and file systems that enable application developers to build systems both efficiently and portably. Although high-level abstractions like this are suitable for many systems, there are also systems for which they are not appropriate [4, 6, 25, 43, 46]. This would be acceptable if the developers of these systems could simply ignore the abstractions that are unsuitable and create their own from scratch. However, since the operating system defines a high-level virtual machine, applications are effectively forced to use the abstractions provided.

The problem with high-level abstractions is that they are often inefficient and overly restrictive for many purposes. For example, the only way to create a new thread of control in most Unix systems is to create a new process using the fork system call. However, in addition to a new thread of control, a new address space is also created regardless of whether or not this is actually required. Therefore, using processes to obtain fine-grained parallel execution is often prohibitively expensive due to the overhead of context switching. To work around this particular problem, many developers have implemented thread-libraries on top of processes. Unfortunately, this does not entirely solve the problem since the operating system does not understand the semantics of threads. For example, a thread performing blocking I/O will cause the entire process to block whereas it would be more appropriate to schedule one of the other threads.

From the point of view of the kernel developer, a monolithic architecture can be very difficult to maintain due to numerous complex interactions between internal modules. Ideally, each module should present a well-defined interface through which all interactions with other modules occur. However, in practice this is extremely difficult to achieve making it all too easy for bugs to creep in unnoticed as the system evolves. Since all the kernel modules typically reside within the same address space, a bug in one of the modules can bring the entire system down.

4.2 Micro-kernel Architectures

The micro-kernel architecture was devised to solve some of the problems inherent with monolithic systems. The rationale behind its design is to separate mechanism from policy allowing many policy decisions to be made at user level. This goal is typically realised by building a kernel that supports only a small number of abstractions such as threads, address spaces, and inter-process communication. These abstractions can be composed to build user-level servers that implement common services such as file systems, processes, and virtual memory. Examples of micro-kernel architectures include Mach [1], Chorus [12], Amoeba [35, 45], V [10], Choices [9], Psyche [42], L3/L4 [28, 29], and Arena [34].

The most notable effect of the micro-kernel design is to separate the implementation of the system into smaller, more manageable pieces in the form of the kernel and the user-level servers. This arrangement greatly improves the modularity of the system and allows individual modules to be replaced if necessary. Because of the modular design, the reliability of the system is increased since faults are isolated to individual modules. For example, a file system crash would not bring down the entire system as it would in a monolithic architecture. Instead, the file system server can simply be restarted.

Micro-kernels are undoubtedly a step in the right direction towards addressing the problems with monolithic architectures. However, in solving some problems they have introduced others and have yet to demonstrate compelling advantages over monolithic designs. For instance, the introduction of user-level servers to implement high-level policy does not offer significantly more flexibility than monolithic kernels. This is because the server processes are typically crucial to the operation of the system and cannot be replaced without the necessary privileges. In addition, many micro-kernels do not give user-level servers ultimate control of the hardware. For example, in Mach, significant aspects of the virtual memory system are controlled within the kernel. At user-level it is possible to build external pagers which are capable of exploiting application specific knowledge. However, certain important decisions such as which pages to replace are made within the kernel. From our experience in designing the manager abstraction in Grasshopper, there is a trade off to be made when designing mechanisms such as external pagers. The design needs to provide sufficient flexibility at user-level
without compromising the security of the system. Therefore, systems such as Mach have tended to err on the side of security rather than allowing untrusted user-level code to make decisions that affect the entire system. Thus, we see many micro-kernels in which a significant amount of policy is retained within the kernel for security reasons.

Performance has also proven to be a problem in many micro-kernels due to the increased modularity. Since much of the functionality of systems such as Mach resides outwith the kernel, there is an increase in inter-process communication and interactions with the kernel compared to a monolithic design. As Anderson notes [3], crossing from one protection domain to another is a relatively expensive operation that is not getting faster as the speed of machines increase. Therefore, IPC and system call performance can be a serious bottleneck in many micro-kernels. By way of opposition, Liedtke claims that the inefficiency of micro-kernels and their abstractions is largely to do with poor implementation [27, 29]. His own micro-kernels, L3 and L4 in particular, have demonstrated that it is possible to build extremely efficient thread and IPC mechanisms through clever use of the hardware provided.

Overall, micro-kernels are still quite large and provide relatively high-level abstractions when compared to the hardware. These abstractions are often inefficient yet applications are forced to use them. Unfortunately, this prevents applications from accessing the hardware to exploit efficiency gains. Sometimes it is possible to implement something very simply and efficiently at the hardware level but is overly complex if built on top of higher-level abstractions. Therefore, providing applications with more control over the hardware is the key to flexibility. Techniques such as scheduler activations [2] have made significant inroads here although only in isolated areas.

4.3 Library Operating Systems

Due to the inadequacy of conventional operating systems, including those based on micro-kernels, a new style of operating system has recently come to light. The goal of these new systems is to allow all policy decisions to be made at user-level. Kernels should contain only those mechanisms that must be implemented securely. The majority of traditional operating system functionality is implemented at user-level and can be changed on a per-application basis. Applications that do not require custom made facilities are simply linked with standard libraries implementing common operating system interfaces such as POSIX. Tailoring the operating system to exploit application-specific knowledge is simply a matter of linking against a different library. The result is a system in which each application may potentially be running a completely different operating system. Since all of the typical services and abstractions are implemented within user-level libraries, the term library operating system has emerged to describe systems of this nature. Two examples of systems supporting the library operating system concept are Aegis [21-23] and the Cache Kernel [11]. The approaches taken by these systems are quite different and will be described separately.

4.3.1 The Exo-Kernel Approach

The philosophy behind exo-kernels, as typified by Aegis, is that abstracting over the hardware resources is the wrong approach for an operating system to take. No matter what abstractions an operating system provides, they will always be inappropriate for some class of applications. Therefore, rather than provide a host of abstractions, an exo-kernel aims to export the hardware resources directly, its only responsibility being the secure multiplexing of resources. For example, the resources exported by Aegis include physical memory (divided into pages), the CPU (divided into time slices), disk storage (divided into blocks), TLB entries, and interrupt/trap events. Thus, in contrast to monolithic and micro-kernels, the interface to an exo-kernel is non-portable. However, this is not seen as a problem since portability can be achieved by providing a standard set of libraries that implement portable interfaces such as POSIX. The only difference between this arrangement and that of a monolithic design is that the portability boundary no longer coincides with the kernel interface. The advantage of this is that specialised applications such as database systems, language run-time modules, and garbage collectors can replace the standard interface and work directly with the hardware to achieve optimal performance. These applications will not be portable although this is to be expected once hardware optimisations are exploited.
Allowing the functionality of the operating system to be tailored on a per-application basis, is exactly what developers have been asking for. The only issue is how to expose the hardware resources in a secure and efficient manner to make the provision of such flexibility feasible. In Aegis, security is controlled using *secure bindings* implemented by associating each resource with a password capability [35] that determines the rights of its owner. Every time a resource is used, Aegis checks the rights encoded within the associated capability. Previously allocated resources are reclaimed using a *visible revocation* protocol in which applications are notified of a resource shortfall and may make their own decisions as to which resources to relinquish. To protect itself against recalcitrant applications that either refuse or take too long to comply with requests, Aegis also employs an *abort* protocol in which resources are forcibly reclaimed.

One of the effects of providing such a low-level kernel interface is that the frequency of system calls is increased. Thus, implementing higher level abstractions such as threads or address spaces will incur the overhead of several system calls per higher level operation. This overhead is not present in monolithic- or micro-kernel-based systems since all of the abstractions requiring access to the hardware are implemented within the kernel. As noted in [23], one way to overcome this problem is to allow code implementing higher-level operations to be downloaded into the kernel. Using this technique, performance critical operations such as thread scheduling or interrupt handling can execute in supervisor mode and avoid the overhead of system calls. However, it must be possible to prevent downloaded code from corrupting the operating system. More is said about this subject in Section 4.4 below.

### 4.3.2 The Cache Kernel Approach

Rather than exporting an interface to the hardware as do exo-kernels, the Cache Kernel supports a small number of primitive abstractions for which all policy decisions are implemented by library operating systems at user-level. The interface to the Cache Kernel supports three types of object: *address spaces*, *threads*, and *kernels*. Each object is represented by a descriptor that is managed by the application (library operating system) that created it. Descriptors contain the state or meta-data required to realise an object. For example, a thread descriptor includes the saved register values and a stack pointer for use when handling exceptions. Applications may load the descriptor for an object into the kernel where it is cached. During this time, the kernel maintains the descriptor and executes the performance-critical actions supported by the objects. Like most caches, the insertion of a new entry into the cache may displace an existing entry. Displaced object descriptors are returned to the applications that own them.

To illustrate the operation of the Cache Kernel consider how an application might control the scheduling policy of its threads. Applications load thread descriptors into the kernel when their respective scheduling policies determine that the threads are eligible to run. The Cache Kernel will schedule and dispatch the set of cached thread objects in round robin fashion, effectively sharing the CPU resources among the active threads. When a cached thread blocks, its descriptor is unloaded from the kernel and returned to the application that owns it.

According to Cheriton [11], the approach taken by the Cache Kernel offers three benefits. First, the low-level caching interface allows applications to control resource management according to any desired policy. Second, the caching approach prevents applications from exhausting the supply of object descriptors as may occur in conventional operating systems. Finally, the cache model greatly reduces the complexity of the kernel compared to previous micro-kernel designs.

### 4.4 Customisable Kernels

A competing approach to the library operating system paradigm is the idea of providing a minimal kernel that may be dynamically specialised to safely meet the performance and functionality requirements of applications. Examples of systems which typify this approach are SPIN [6, 7] and Aegis [23]. The motivation for these *customisable* or *extensible* kernels is the same as for library operating systems. In fact, the two approaches overlap to some extent as illustrated by Aegis.

The SPIN system consists of a set of core system services such as memory management and scheduling, and a set of extension services that enable developers to customise the behaviour of the
operating system. Customisation is achieved by loading extensions into the kernel where they are integrated with the existing infrastructure. The security of loaded extensions is guaranteed by requiring them to be written in Modula-3 [36]. The strict modularity enforced by the language prevents extensions from accessing memory directly or executing privileged instructions unless explicit access is provided through a module interface. Loaded modules execute in response to system events such as exceptions or system calls. All events are declared within Modula-3 interfaces and can be dispatched with the overhead of a procedure call.

Whereas SPIN relies on the use of a type-safe, modular language to protect the operating system from untrusted extensions, Aegis takes a different approach. Potentially unsafe extensions are downloaded into the kernel where they execute within separate logical protection domains. Downloaded code is inspected [20] to ensure that it does not contain any privileged instructions that could compromise the safety of the protection domain boundaries. The boundaries themselves are simulated using sandboxing [49] to restrict the domain of indirect memory operations. Using these techniques, downloaded code is prevented from interfering with the operation of the kernel.

5. Towards a Persistent Micro-Kernel: The Nano-Kernel Layer

The failure of monolithic and micro-kernel operating systems to provide sufficient flexibility coupled with their poor performance was one of the motivating factors behind Grasshopper. However, in building a system to support orthogonal persistence we have followed a similar path to that of the systems that had originally failed us. Because of this and the maintenance problems with Grasshopper, we elected to design a new system based on the library operating system approach. These systems allow policy to be tailored to given hardware platforms to exploit efficiency gains. Furthermore, policies can be tailored on a per-application basis allowing radically different systems to coexist and make the best use of the hardware resources. Finally, the overhead of interrupts, TLB faults, traps, and context switches can be drastically reduced because of the simplicity and efficiency of the primitive operations [23].

The first step in the design of our new operating system has been to construct a minimal nano-kernel layer, called Charm, which exports an interface to the hardware. This has been written in C++ to encourage better code modularity and information hiding. The interface to the nano-kernel is currently expressed as a C++ class. It currently contains primitives for allocating physical memory, constructing address translation mappings, masking interrupts, reflecting exceptions and interrupts, and context switching. A prototype of Charm has been fully implemented on a Pentium/133 PC system and is approximately 35 KB in size. To test the interface, we have constructed a small micro-kernel layer that implements threads and address spaces on top of the primitives supplied by Charm. We have also implemented a number of device drivers using code from the freely available Linux distribution. The source code for Charm will be placed on our Website [44] for examination by interested parties.

One problem with our initial prototype of Charm is that hardware resources are not exposed as fully as they might otherwise be. The interface provides a number of low-level abstractions that are tailored to the Pentium processor. For example, context switching is supported by an abstraction called a CPUContext that enables multiplexing of the register set. Address translation is supported by the MMU abstraction which can be used to install address spaces represented by the VMMap abstraction. Abstractions of this nature are still extremely efficient since they correspond directly to the hardware resources available on the Pentium. However, it is necessary to modify the abstractions to allow higher level code to have more control over resource allocation. For example, the physical memory allocation primitives do not currently allow the allocation of specific pages. This would prevent systems with physically indexed direct-mapped caches from avoiding unnecessary cache conflicts.

Once we are satisfied with the Charm interface, our next step is to begin the design of the persistent micro-kernel layer, called Strange, which will be built on top of Charm. However, before embarking on this task, it is necessary to decide where the user-level/supervisor boundary will lie. One possibility is to implement a small protection layer on top of Charm and place the supervisor boundary at the Charm interface. This would result in an exo-kernel style system in which the micro-kernel layer would become a library operating system. Another possibility is to place the supervisor boundary at the interface to the micro-kernel layer and retain Charm in its existing form. This would produce a
more traditional micro-kernel style system that would not be as flexible as the previous alternative. Using our test micro-kernel, we plan to experiment with these approaches although it is likely that we will choose the exo-kernel route to maximise flexibility.

6. Conclusion

The Grasshopper project was started in 1992 to build an operating system with explicit support for orthogonal persistence. This work was motivated by the poor support for persistence offered by conventional operating systems. Five years later, the resulting system has demonstrated the feasibility of constructing such an operating system, although several problems have been identified with the current implementation. These problems have led us to begin work on the design of a new kernel.

Having followed the trends in operating system design over the years, it is apparent that more and more functionality, traditionally found within the kernel, is being migrated to user-level. At the same time, kernels are exporting increasingly lower-level interfaces. The rationale behind this is to provide developers with systems in which policy can be tailored on a per-application basis using library operating systems implemented at user-level.

Inspired by the recent developments in kernel design, we have begun work on a new kernel based on the library operating system approach. To date we have designed and implemented a minimal nano-kernel layer called Charm. We are in the process of designing a micro-kernel layer called Strange that will interface with Charm. Our goal is to build a library operating system that will support the development of persistent systems and replace the ageing Grasshopper kernel.
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